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Overview
– Where are we now in Article 50 negotiations

• EU position on its two-stage approach

• UK’s preferred position on trade/customs (stage 2) 

– Some current major issues

• UK ignoring complexity on trade/customs?

• EU/other countries lining up for Free Trade deals?

• Political instability & uncertainty in UK

• Importance of trade to UK (but especially services)

– Post-Brexit future for the UK

• Is UK well-placed to benefit from desired FT position?

• Will it be a ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ Brexit and implications 

– Post-Brexit future for New Zealand

• Does it matter much what is the outcome?



Where are we now?

• Article 50 invoked end March 2017

– UK leaves the EU end of March 2019

• EU has a two-stage approach:

1. ‘Divorce’ settlement; Northern Ireland Border; 
EU citizens rights

2. Trade and Customs arrangements but only after 
(1) is concluded

• UK are stalling on (1) – mostly ‘divorce bill’ –
and pushing hard for start of stage 2

• UK’s preferred position



EU stage 1: Divorce Bill
• ‘divorce’ settlement

– In 2015 UK paid £19.5 billion gross; 
• with rebate (Mrs. T) and structural funding/subsidy spending in UK, net 

contribution was £14.6bn.

– Reported that EU opening position is total of €99.6bn gross:
• €86.4bn for commitments made as a member state for 2014-20
• €11.5bn contingent liabilities

– But net bill likely €60.2bn
– FT thinks:

• the EU is looking for Britain to cover at least its commitments under the 
long-term budget... That would take the total to €64bn in gross terms and 
€40bn net. But while such figures would probably be enough for Brussels, 
they could prove deadly in Westminster.

– Prime Minister (Florence Speech, September) stated:
• I do not want our partners to fear that they will need to pay more or receive 

less over the remainder of the current budget plan as a result of our decision 
to leave. The UK will honour commitments we have made during the period 
of our membership.

– Liam Fox (SoS International Trade) argues we cannot agree a sum until 
we know what the final deal (including trade) will look like



EU stage 1: NI-Irish border

• EU wants no customs border with RoI
– Every day 13,000 commercial vehicles cross Irish border; 

91,000 Irish companies trade with UK
– In 2015 Irish imported/exported €17.8/15.5bn with UK (trade 

was 122% of GDP in 2016 with UK second biggest partner)

• Consequences of customs reintroduced are:
– 800% increase in customs declarations
– Ports/airports would need new infrastructure
– Revenue/customs staff need large increase in staffing

• UK government’s position: 
– maintain the Common Travel Area and the rights of UK and 

Irish citizens, and to uphold the 1998 Good Friday Agreement
– arguing for a wide-ranging exemption under which small and 

medium-sized businesses will not have to comply with any new 
customs tariffs.



EU stage 1: EU citizens
• to the 600,000 Italians in 

the UK – and indeed to all 
EU citizens who have 
made their lives in our 
country – that we want 
you to stay; we value you; 
and we thank you for 
your contribution to our 
national life – and it has 
been, and remains, one 
of my first goals in this 
negotiation to ensure 
that you can carry on 
living your lives as before

Teresa May (Sept 2017)



UK position
• UK has chosen to:

– Leave Single Market & Customs Union
• CU: would prevent UK from negotiating own trade agreements with non-

EU27; CU would also not cover trade in services (where non-tariff barriers 
are high)

• SM: to regain control over law-making and migration, and avoid budget 
payments

– Wants instead to agree with the EU:
• a Free Trade Agreement 
• Minimalist customs arrangements
• Agree a transition period of perhaps 2 years (or whatever it takes?) to allow 

it to negotiate FTA and minimalist customs
– During period accede to all current obligations
– BUT as previous Deputy-PM (Clegg) notes (FT 3 October):



UK position: Free trade
“there is no need to impose tariffs where we have none now, and I don’t think anyone sensible is 
contemplating this” (Teresa May, September 2017)

• Similar in principle to the Single Market but without 
freedom of movement of people/capital, and 
regulation done in UK
– EU already has some 40 FTA with 53 non-EU countries
– However does not cover services (which requires 

‘passport’ system to ensure regulatory requirements are 
met)

– FTA would still require UK to meet EU regulatory and 
competitiveness laws, so issue of adopting EU laws and 
dispute resolution (who ECJ and/or UK courts?)

– Unlikely to conclude by March 2019 
• EU-Canadian FTA took over 8 years to conclude
• However UK starts from position of full compliance



UK position: Customs

• Summary: try to make trade in goods much as it is now
– Mirroring EU customs approach for EU-UK trade
– Major technological and legal challenges to face
– Does not cover services and regulatory issues

Either/or (both?)



Some current major issues
• UK ignoring complexity on trade/customs?

– For example:
» Customs arrangements are costly (cf. rules of origin)
» Non-EU firms do not have passporting rights in financial services
» Only airlines that are majority owned by EU nationals can operate flights 

with the EU; UK lorry drivers not licensed to drive vehicles in EU
» Most existing EU trade deals (e.g., EU-Canada) do must less than Single 

Market to harmonise economic regulation and they do not guarantee 
market access for service providers

– Why should EU be a willing partner in such arrangements?
» EU’s approach to Brexit negotiations is:

• A country outside the EU that does not live up to the same obligations 
as a member, cannot have the same rights and enjoy the same 
benefits as a member (European Council, 2017)

• EU/other countries lining up for Free Trade deals?



Some current major issues (cont.)
• Political instability & uncertainty in UK

– Government has no overall majority in 
Parliament & major internal tensions over Brexit

– Population divided over what is ‘best’

– Need for firms to know what is happening to 
avoid under-investment, company flight

The Independent, Oct. 23rd

FT, October 5th



Importance of trade with EU

• Between 2010 and 2016, 
– the value of UK goods exports has grown by 12%, 
– the value of UK services exports by 40%, 
– services accounting for around 45% of the value of UK exports in 2016. 
– Trade in services represents around 20% of the value of world trade. 
– According to the OECD, services make up over 30% of the value of manufacturing exports 

• Over 70% of global trade is now in intermediate products, or in capital goods 

Source: Preparing for our future UK trade policy, Cm 9470, October 2017)



• the European Commission’s own “Trade for All Strategy” suggests, 90% of 
global economic growth in the next two decades will come from outside 
the EU, so it is likely that a greater proportion of UK trade will continue to 
be with non-EU countries 

• All of this suggests that with respect to Brexit:
– Trade is crucial to the prosperity and growth of the UK economy
– Trade in services is especially important

• Nearly 5,500 UK-based companies have passporting rights

– Given projected growth in trade in the RoW, there are opportunities for the UK
• But also need to take account of ‘supply-chain’ issues (next)



Broader picture: sales/purchases





Post-Brexit future for the UK: 
Is UK well-placed to benefit from desired FT position?

• Argued by pro-Brexit economists that UK –
free of EU constraint – can negotiate growth-
enhancing FTA with non-EU countries

• But ‘structural’ issues that may raise doubts:

– UK’s productivity

– Export competitiveness and thus performance

– Loss of EU-migrants (dealt with earlier)

– Need to remain ‘compliant’ with EU to 
obtain/maintain FTA/Customs flexibility



Source: OECD report on UK, 2017



Post-Brexit future for the UK: 
‘hard’ or ‘soft’ Brexit?

• OECD set-out following risks for UK

 4.4% in 2015 (higher 

on food products)

No deal would be a “very, very bad 
outcome for Britain”, Chancellor of 
Exchequer



Source: Vandenbussche et. al. 2017

Results from 2 recent simulations:
1.

In the long-run, Brexit will 
make the UK poorer 
because it will create new 
barriers to: 
• Trade
• FDI
• immigration



2.



Post-Brexit future for New Zealand

January 2017



How important is UK to NZ?



Thank you


